WE EXCELERATE
YOUR PERFORMANCE

BECAUSE WE ARE READY AND WAITING
TO CARRY YOUR LOAD
Picking the right Electronic Manufacturing Services (EMS) partner
brings you numerous benefits: your own focus on core strengths
– with lower risk, higher cash flow and specialist expertise. Not least,
competitive pricing and scalable production.
   Whether your reasons are financial, operational or strategic,
BB Electronics is ready to serve you – from idea to solution. We deliver
a breadth of services that few EMS suppliers can match, and we back
our offering with unique know-how, performance and teamwork.

MOTIVATE YOUR CHOICE WITH
FLEXIBILITY

ANCHOR YOUR CHOICE WITH
COMMITMENT

If you are looking for a long-term relationship, you
need to identify a source that can match all potential
scenarios, offering you maximum freedom while
assuring you a dynamically cost-effective response to
your evolving needs.
   BB Electronics is that source. We can provide
a comprehensive range of specialist EMS services
including development, design, sourcing, production,
assembly, testing, box build and system integration,
as well as distribution and after-sales services.

Whether you need printed circuit board assembly
(PCBA) or complete production, distribution and service
solutions, BB Electronics is ready to answer you as a
true partner.
   That is what sets us apart. We offer you all
the benefits of flexibility and production scale, but
our organisation is small enough that, for us, each
customer is a personal contact to whom we make a
personal commitment. We have learned during more
than 30 years in EMS that the best way to ensure
stable profitability and real growth is to take the long
view, working as a committed and valued member of
your team.

SEAL YOUR CHOICE WITH PROFIT
At the bottom line, it is all about optimising your return
on investment and maximising potential profits on each
product you market.
   That is why we are here. From development and
production to logistics and after-sales services, we will
help you get your products to market in the shortest
possible time, with potential pitfalls removed. And (if you
choose) we will provide a product support package
that frees you to count the rewards and focus on core
strengths, leaving the worrying to us.
   BB Electronics – From idea to solution.

WITH QUALIFIED EXPERTISE
IN FOCUSED SEGMENTS
To offer strength, you must focus on a mission and a goal.
   Our strength comes from our practiced expertise providing superior EMS
solutions to focused industry segments. This focus reflects our depth of acquired
knowledge and skill in the unique technological and regulatory specifications of
each industry, and the proprietary methodologies we have developed to ensure
that design, manufacturing and logistics are optimised to your needs.
   Our mission and goal are to apply our qualified expertise to make a real
contribution to your business.

MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY
The manufacture of health care equipment requires a
documented compliance with very stringent regulatory
requirements and manufacturing specifications.
   That is why we operate certified factories with
dedicated systems and procedures that manage
each process. You benefit from controlled conditions,
with zero-tolerance quality assurance procedures and
full traceability and documentation. We can provide all
the certification you need – including ISO 13485, FDA
standards and EU Medical Device Directive compliance.

TELECOM & IT
Our Design For Manufacturing capabilities ensure you
reliable, timely, cost-effective products, no matter how
complex your configurations are.
   Through our DesignLink department and flexible
manufacturing, you get cost-effective production
throughout your product’s life cycle, from rapid-launch
initial runs to volume production. You also benefit from
our global sourcing infrastructure and logistics that
ensure rapid delivery at the lowest possible overall cost.

INDUSTRY
Industrial OEMs increasingly outsource development,
manufacture and post-production logistics to
BB Electronics, to ensure maximum efficiency and
cutting-edge electronics solutions.
   Our network of flexible, ultra-efficient production
facilities gives you access to both small- and largevolume production – as and when you need it. Our
logistics capabilities ensure delivery of electronics
components and packages to mesh perfectly with
your supply chain.

CONSUMER ELECTRONICS
Specialised electronics products migrate rapidly to
the consumer market, where price and time-to-market
are crucial.
   With BB Electronics, you get a single specialist
supplier all the way from prototyping, through test
marketing, to low-cost high-volume production.

We provide you the same contacts and integrated
working interfaces at each stage of the product life
cycle. This ensures you fast time-to-market – so you
can meet demand at its peak – and an ideal combination of cost, volume and response time at every
subsequent stage.

FULL-SERVICE TURNKEY
EMS SOLUTIONS
Our business has evolved in the Scandinavian market, which has
one of the world’s greatest penetrations of electronics products, and
high expectations in terms of both design and quality. It also has high
expectations in terms of efficiency and productivity, and extreme
price sensitivity.
   Whether you need printed circuit board assembly, or are sourcing
a full-service partner, your dedicated BB Electronics customer care
team will bring you a profitable solution.

DEVELOPMENT
To optimise your production, price,
reliability and logistical efficiency right
from the start, efficiently managed
development is essential.
   We provide complete Design For
Manufacturing support, ensuring that
each product can be produced at
the lowest cost, with the highest efficiency, and the
shortest time-to-market.

NEW PRODUCT
INTRODUCTION
With our proven methodology, your
product begins its life cycle at peak
reliability and minimum cost, with the
most appropriate validation and test
procedures.
   We can provide you the ideal
transition from design, development and prototyping
to initial production runs, with all predictable obstacles
smoothed out in advance.

GLOBAL SOURCING
Efficient materials management is
fundamental to an optimised value
chain.
   We continuously vet our global
supplier network to optimise technical
innovation, price, quality and delivery
reliability, and to ensure ongoing
enhancement of strength.

FLEXIBLE PRODUCTION
Our production set-up provides
a full spectrum of EMS services,
to ensure optimal cost profiles at
each stage of your product life
cycle.
   We operate thirteen complete
SMT lines, in addition to the latest
conventional mounting equipment for
both wave soldering and selective soldering. All operations are backed by an extensive range of sophisticated testing technologies.

QUALITY ASSURANCE

AFTER-SALES SERVICE

Our customers’ quality expectations
are pivotal to the BB Electronics
business model. That is why we have
achieved certification or compliance
for each standard that is critical to the
customers we serve.
   We establish clear QA targets that
cover not only manufacturing processes and quality
standards, but also environmental and workplace
compliance. Effective evaluation and follow-up, and
constant improvement, are important components of
this process.

With BB Electronics, you can bundle
your electronics products with revenuegenerating service contracts and repair
agreements, both within the warranty
period and after.
   We offer the most cost-effective
way to field the specialist capabilities
that meet modern service obligations for advancedtechnology electronics. We can make the necessary
decisions about whether it is best to repair or replace,
and carry out whatever service is required.

INTEGRATED LOGISTICS
Rapid, reliable delivery and errorfree EDI are important competitive
parameters.
BB Electronics’ value chain
integrates production flow with
expertly managed logistics, whether
your requirement is manufacture or
assembly to stock, to order, or complete flow all the
way to the wholesaler or retailer. You can rest assured
that your products are delivered on time, every time.
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EXCELERATE
YOUR PERFORMANCE
The BB Electronics value chain is a
complete palette of EMS services.
You select exactly the right mix
that optimises the life cycle of your
product.
   Our services range from design
and development, to production
and assembly, to warehousing and
distribution and after-sales support
– for everything from prototypes to
large volume series. We can supply
components, or turnkey management of a complete product or
product line.
   Do you want to excelerate your
performance?
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